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The relationship between the transfer and publication of real right is not only one 
of the most important issues in the Property law, but is an avoidable question in the 
judicial practice. The relation between them is extensive and profound: The transfer of 
the real right required the publication of real right, and the latter has strong effect on 
the former. According to the effect of the publication of real right to the transfer of 
real right, we can classify the mode of transfer of real right into the creation mode of 
publication, which France and Japan took as regulation, and the confrontation mode 
of publication. The latter, depending on the admit of the abstractness of real right act, 
can be divided into formalist of real right and formalist of credit, between which the 
most basic difference is the admit of the theory of the behavior of real right. German 
took the former as its mode and Austria, Swiss took the latter. Based on the 
comprehension of every kind of mode of transfer of real right and the development of 
it in some country, we will put stress on which mode has more advantage, which may 
be useful to the establishment of the mode of our country. This article will discuss the 
point according to the following steps: 
Chapter One: The General Conclusion of the relationship between the 
Publication and the Transfer of Real Right 
This article insists that the object of publication is restricted to the transfer of real 
right caused by legal act. It points out that the relationship can be divided into creation 
mode of publication and confrontation mode of publication. Besides, confrontation 
mode of publication can be divided into formalist of real right and formalist of credit. 
Chapter Two: One of the Embrace of Relationship Creation Mode of Publication 
It puts stress on the implication of creation mode of publication, which includes 
three points. In order to comprehend it deeply, this article will take France as example, 
which adopt creation mode of publication in the system of real right law. This article 















in France. According to that, we can comprehend creation mode of publication more. 
Chapter Three: The Other Embrace of Relationship Confrontation mode of 
publication. 
It puts stress on the implication of confrontation mode of publication, which also 
includes three points. Unlike creation mode of publication, it can be divided into two 
types: formalist of real right and formalist of credit, which are different in the 
acceptance of the theory of the behavior of real right. The country in the world that 
takes the former mode includes German. And the country that takes the latter mode 
includes Austria and Swiss. In this part, similarly, we will introduce law regulations in 
these countries to understand Confrontation Mode of Publication deeply. 
Chapter Four: The Comparison on Different Mode of Transfer of Real Right  
Compared to creation mode of publication, confrontation mode of publication 
has impressive advantages. As far as the two kinds of confrontation mode of 
publication, this part recognizes that formalist of credit has more advantage through 
the analysis. Combined with the legal practice of our nation, this chapter finally 
concludes that formalist of credit is the best legal choice in our country. 
Chapter Five: The Mode of the Transfer of Real Right in the Law System of Our 
Nation 
Based on the discussion of the property law in our country, in accordance with 
the juridical practice in our nation, this article will put forward with the point which 
mode our country has selected. 
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中国学者有着深深的诱惑力。于是，20 世纪 90 年代后期，关于是否应该采取物
权行为理论，我国现行立法中是否存在不受债权行为效力影响的物权行为，成为
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